
Present Perfect With For Since

Name: Date: __/__/20__

________ that time, it has been mechanical, and for the most part
sedentary.
1. Since

His mother has been his guardian angel ________ birth.2. since

________ seventeen years the princess and I have been strangers.3. For

From here Hindustan has drawn its supply of these animals ________
many centuries.
4. for

But, ________ forty-eight hours, I have been simply a queen.5. for

I have known all about Harpers' publications ________ a long time.6. for

Look, Tam-we've been friends ________ a long time.7. for

The conquest of the air has been the dream of mankind ________
uncounted centuries.
8. for

Tulips have been ________ many years great favourites with gardeners,
both amateur and professional.
9. for

Woe to you, but happiness to us, ________ the day of justice
approaches, the young man of Nazareth has said so.
10. for

________ the Revolution, every generous child of the century has been
open to the fascination of political or social Utopias.
11. Since

From the far South, where ________ two long years and more I've lived
among the savages.
12. for

Organic species have remained on the whole unaltered ________ the
time of Aristotle.
13. since

Scarcely a year has passed ________ my happy, peaceful wedding day.14. since

________ twenty years, nearly, I have labored here among the Acadians
and Indians.
15. For
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I've been a beast, ________ a long time, Uncle John.16. for

It has been Peter Grimm's custom ________ twenty years or more.17. for

________ this latter date Vera Cruz has enjoyed a period of quiet and a
large share of commercial prosperity.
18. Since

But I've postponed publication of the Q. C. ________ a month.19. for

________ 1897 the women have progressed considerably in their
knowledge of law.
20. Since
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